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Dear 

 

Players, ex-players, campaigners and politicians have signed a manifesto in The Times calling for radical 

changes to be made to the game by the people who run it in light of so many recent racist incidents. 

It seems odd even to be writing what is unarguable to most people, but players do not deserve to be hounded 

with abuse at matches, sent racist messages on social media or not represented by the people who run the 

game. It does not sit comfortably that there are so few black and Asian minority ethnic (BAME) people in 

positions of power. Even with the best intentions, how can those who traditionally occupy positions of power 

properly understand and represent those minorities? 

That is why the ideas in this manifesto were created by BAME people in the game, not by us. Because the 

people who need to be heard most are the people who understand what it feels like to be treated differently 

because of the colour of their skin. And they do not feel that enough is being done.  

It is easy for clubs, governing bodies, social media platforms and the media to roll out a list of things we think 

are doing right, but if the people being affected by the abuse are not happy, they need to be listened to 

properly. That is what this manifesto is looking to do. Now it is up to people in power to take action. 

 

Yours, 

 

 

Leadership  
Radical change is needed to address the lack of diversity in football’s leadership roles, both at clubs and 

within governing institutions. The almost complete lack of ethnic and gender diversity on the boards of clubs, 

leagues and associations, and in senior executive roles, limits the range of voices and expertise that contribute 

to the game. 

This visible lack of diversity undermines public trust and that of stakeholders, such as players, supporters and 

the media. 

Football organisations, including Fifa, Uefa, the Football Association, the Premier League and the EFL, 

should have diversity targets for staff, including for senior roles, with chief executives made accountable for 

implementing those targets. 

 

Consistency of sanctions/action     
The lack of a consistent approach in different countries in Europe, and between national and international 

governing bodies, harms the fight against discrimination in football.  

Sanctions should be unified, with the same protocol for referees and match delegates to deal with incidents 

enforced across all competitions. 

Sanctions for racism and discrimination should begin with a minimum partial closure of a stadium, rising to 

expulsion from a  competition for repeat offences or mass discriminatory chanting. Sanctions should be 

applied according to a “direct liability” approach, and verdicts on cases should be delivered within four to six 

weeks. 

An education action plan should also be a key part of all sanctions. Authorities should consider putting clubs 

and countries into “special measures” in cases where repeated contraventions of rules take place.  
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All sanctioned clubs and associations should be required to fulfil the terms of an educational sanction, ranging 

from accounting for measures they will take to avert future incidents, to a full action plan to deal with 

recurrent issues. 

Football bodies should be held to account if they do not implement the three-step protocol. 

All FAs should publish annual reporting statistics on any incident of football-related discrimination, from 

grassroots to social media to the professional game. Football authorities should allocate a proportion of their 

income to be spent on equality and diversity projects.  

 

Developing a diverse industry     

Despite the on-field diversity of players, it is rare to see ethnic minorities in responsible positions. Football’s 

failure to develop BAME coaches, technical leaders and match officials across Europe and beyond feeds into 

stereotyping and the processes that lead to abuse. Football should pay special attention to these gaps and 

prioritise the development of talent from ethnic minority communities in all areas. This work needs to be clear 

with targets set. 

 

Social media    
Social media platforms are now the most common vehicle for racist and discriminatory abuse of players. The 

platforms should exercise their responsibility to effectively regulate content. The technology to do so already 

exists and must therefore be used.  

Technology platforms that are seeking to buy rights to show football should be required to demonstrate how 

they will keep their platforms free of discriminatory abuse, including effective action against transgressors. 

This should apply to clips and full content deals. 

 

Independent review group    

An independent scrutiny group should be established to ensure football’s authorities are following procedures 

and applying sanctions correctly, as well as not delaying investigations unreasonably. The membership would 

be constituted of legal representatives, football administrators and campaigners. 

 

Support/protecting players     

Players have a fundamental right to a workplace free from discriminatory abuse, and clubs, leagues and 

governing bodies are responsible for ensuring that they are being protected.  

When these rights are infringed, players who walk off the pitch in the face of discrimination should never be 

sanctioned. Football’s authorities should instead demonstrate their support for these players. 

Sponsors    The governing bodies of football should introduce a specific sponsorship category for anti-

discrimination, in which companies can sponsor community inclusion activities, as well as anti-racism and 

other  anti-discrimination activities. 

Media and ethnic minorities    The worldwide media portrayal of young black athletes and the impact it has on 

public perceptions is crucial. Other minorities are also subjected to the same treatment. 

 Media organisations, from newspapers to TV commentators to social media platforms, must be aware of the 

impact of negative portrayals and endeavour to be free from stereotypes.  

The media should also be sensitive to the portrayal of LGBT+ issues, and in particular should avoid 

speculation on players’ sexuality.  
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The sports media industry must reflect on its own lack of diversity, address it with the same level of urgency 

and take meaningful steps. 

 

The list of signatures 
Accrington Stanley,  Alan Pardew former Newcastle United and Crystal Palace manager,  Alex Oxlade-

Chamberlain Liverpool and England,  Andy Burnham mayor of Manchester, Andy Cole formerly Man United 

and England,  Benjamin Mendy Manchester City,  Bobby Barnes deputy chief executive PFA, Brentford, 

Damian Collins MP chairman of digital, culture, media and sport select committee, Daniel Sturridge 

Liverpool and England,  David Ginola formerly Tottenham and Newcastle,  Eni Aluko Juventus and England, 

FARE anti-discrimination network, Gerry Sutcliffe former sports minister, president Sports Campaign 

Against Racism, Heather Rabbatts former head of FA’s independent equality panel, Herman Ouseley  

chairman, Kick It Out, Hugh Robertson former sports minister, Kanu formerly Arsenal,  Kick It Out football’s 

anti-discriminatory group, Ledley King formerly Tottenham and England,  Leon Mann founder Black 

Collective of Media in Sport, Football’s Black List, Sports People’s Think Tank, Mansfield Town, Mark 

Bright formerly Crystal Palace and Sheffield Wednesday, Michail Antonio West Ham, Michy Batshuayi 

Crystal Palace  Mims Davies sports minister Northampton Town  Paul Canoville formerly Chelsea  

Peterborough United, Piara Powar executive director, FARE, Phil Foden Man City, Rafa Benítez Newcastle 

United manager, Raheem Sterling Man City and England, Richard Caborn former sports minister,  Rosena 

Allin-Khan MP shadow sports minister, Ruud Gullit former Holland international, Ryan Sessegnon Fulham,  

Sadiq Khan mayor of London, Sol Bamba Cardiff City, Steven Sessegnon Fulham, TalkSPORT, Tracey 

Crouch, former sports minister, Trent Alexander-Arnold Liverpool and England, Troy Townsend head of 

development, Kick It Out, Vincent Kompany  Man City, Viv Anderson formerly Man United and  England,  

Wes Morgan Leicester City, Wilfried Zaha  Crystal Palace, Yaya Touré  formerly Man City and Barcelona 


